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MAXIMIZING THE DIVERGENCE FROM A HIERARCHICAL
MODEL OF QUANTUM STATES
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Abstract. We study many-party correlations quantified in terms of the Umegaki
relative entropy (divergence) from a Gibbs family known as a hierarchical model.
We derive these quantities from the maximum-entropy principle which was used
earlier to define the closely related irreducible correlation. We point out differ-
ences between quantum states and probability vectors which exist in hierarchical
models, in the divergence from a hierarchical model and in local maximizers of
this divergence. The differences are, respectively, missing factorization, disconti-
nuity and reduction of uncertainty. We discuss global maximizers of the mutual
information of separable qubit states.
Index Terms: many-party correlation, maximum-entropy principle, hierarchical
model, irreducible correlation, mutual information, multi-information, factorization,
discontinuity, maximizer, separable state
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1. Introduction
In this article we quantify many-party correlations in the state of a composite
quantum system which can not be observed in subsystems composed of less than
a given number of parties. One of us [4] has quantified stochastic interactions in
terms of a distance from non-interacting states. Following this idea, we replace in
the present context the non-interacting states by states which are fully described
by their restriction to selected subsystems. For a definition of the latter states the
maximum-entropy principle was suggested earlier [1, 31, 55] because it solves the
inverse problem to reconstruct a global state from subsystem states and it offers also
a natural scale of many-party correlation in terms of the gap to the maximal entropy
value. Mathematical deduction leads from here to the conception [4, 1, 7, 56, 52]
that many-party correlation should be quantified in terms of the divergence (which is
an asymmetric distance) from a family of Gibbs states which we will call hierarchical
model in the sense of [30].
We are considering a composite system of N P N units, parties, particles, etc.
rN s :“ t1, . . . , Nu. Tacitly, probability vectors on a finite space (classical case) are
included in this discussion of quantum systems because vectors can be embedded as
diagonal matrices into a matrix algebra (quantum case). We consider the algebra
Md of complex d ˆ d matrices with identity 1d, d P N, and we endow it with the
Hilbert-Schmidt inner product xa, by :“ trpab˚q, a, b PMd. Each unit i P rN s has a
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2 Divergence from a hierarchical model
unit size ni P N and a C*-subalgebra Ai ĂMni such that 1ni P Ai. The composite
system is described by the tensor product algebra ArNs :“ A1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bAN .
The simplest notion of correlation is the total correlation. The corresponding set
of states without any correlations is the space of tensor product states
(1.1) F1 :“ tρ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ρN | ρi is a quantum state of unit i P rN su.
Here a state of a quantum system with C*-algebra A Ă Md, d P N, denotes a
density matrix which is a positive semi-definite matrix in A of unit trace [45]. We
observe the following.
‚ The states in F1 are totally uncorrelated in the sense that the probability distri-
bution of the measurement outcomes (with respect to a projective [35] or simple
[2] measurement) of an observable a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aN has the product form.
‚ Any distance of a quantum state from F1 quantifies correlations in the Aris-
totelian sense that the whole is more than the sum of its parts, cf. [4]. Here a
distance should be zero for points in F1 and strictly positive otherwise.
It is interesting to differentiate correlations between the number of particles which
interact. An algebraic generalization from no correlation (1.1) to k-party interaction,
k P N, is unknown in the quantum setting, although it exists classically as we recall
in Sec. 2. The way out is the maximum-entropy principle [24] which also delivers
a natural scale for correlations: In Sec. 1.1 we define a quantity ckpρq capturing all
correlations in a state ρ in ArNs which can not be observed in any k-party subsystem.
Later in Sec. 4 we introduce the notion of hierarchical model which allows to define
interaction patterns of subsystems which are more general than the class of k-party
subsystems.
Based on our earlier work [50, 51, 52, 53] we recall in Sec. 3 that the many-party
correlation ck is just the divergence
(1.2) ckpρq “ inftDpρ, σq | σ P Eku, ρ a state in ArNs
from the Gibbs family
(1.3) Ek :“ teH{trpeHq | H P Hku
of the k-local Hamiltonians Hk. Here a k-local Hamiltonian [28, 17] is defined as a
sum of tensor product terms a1b¨ ¨ ¨baN with at most k non-scalar factors ai P Ahi ,
i P rN s, where Ah denotes the real space of self-adjoint matrices in a C*-algebra
A Ă Md, d P N. The Umegaki relative entropy which we call divergence is an
asymmetric distance between states ρ, σ in Md defined by
Dpρ, σq :“ tr ρplogpρq ´ logpσqq
if the kernel of σ is included in the kernel of ρ, otherwiseDpρ, σq :“ 8. The distance-
like property of Dpρ, σq ě 0 with equality if and only if ρ “ σ is well-known [49, 35].
Related concepts in the literature include the notion of k-body potential in sta-
tistical mechanics [45] which is similar to the notion of k-local Hamiltonian. The
proof of (1.2) that the correlation ck equals the divergence from Ek has been given
in probability theory in [1, 7]. The quantum mechanical proof in [56] works only for
states of maximal rank while the proof in [52] is valid without rank restriction.
Some new results are pointed out in Secs. 1.2 and 1.3. We remark in Sec. 1.2 that
the step from maximal rank to non-maximal rank has a physical interpretation as a
zero-temperature limit. This step entails phenomena like a missing factorization of
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maximum-entropy probability distributions and a discontinuity of quantum correla-
tions. We do not know how reliable the algorithms [34] are at discontinuities of the
divergence from Ek. In Sec. 1.3 we address maximizers of correlation and we point
out a curious reduction of uncertainty in quantum maximizers.
The Gibbs family E1 is known as the independence model and the divergence of a
state ρ in ArNs from E1 quantifies the total correlation. We show in Sec. 5 that the
divergence from E1 can be written in the form
(1.4) c1pρq “ Hpρt1uq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `HpρtNuq ´Hpρq
where the ρtiu are one-party marginals (Sec. 1.1) and
Hpσq :“ ´trσ logpσq
denotes the von Neumann entropy of a state σ in Md, d P N. The right-hand side
of (1.4) is also known as multi-information [6] and quantifies the number of random
bits needed to erase all correlations between the units of a composite system [20] if
the base of the logarithm is two.
Finally, we remark that the divergence from an exponential family plays a major
role in the context of the maximum likelihood estimation [16]. The relative entropy
of entanglement [48] is analogously defined in terms of the divergence from the
convex set of non-entangled states. However, this set does not form an exponential
family. Therefore this entanglement measure can not be motivated in terms of the
maximum entropy principle, in contrast to the divergence representation (1.2) of
the correlation quantity ck. From the information-geometric perspective, it is more
natural to apply the relative entropy projection onto a convex set with respect to
the first argument of D, which is consistent with the work [10] on hypothesis testing.
1.1. Interaction patterns. The maximum-entropy principle, in its statistical in-
ference view [24], is suitable to introduce particle numbers into quantum many-party
correlations. If information about a state is available in the form of a constraint
(imagine a subset containing the state) then the state which maximizes the von
Neumann entropy H under the constraint is considered [24] the least informative
state representing the given information. Our constraints will be quantummarginals.
Denoting the algebra of the subsystem of units in ν Ă rN s by the tensor product
Aν :“ÂiPν Ai with identity 1ν , the ν-marginal ρν of a state ρ in ArNs is defined by
the equations
xρν , ay “ xρ, ab 1rNszνy, a P Aν .
If for some k P N the information consists of the marginals of all k-party subsystems,
that is subsystems composed of k units, of some global state ρ in ArNs then we notice
‚ any two states compatible with the constraint are indistinguishable on any sub-
system composed of k or less units;
‚ a state in ArNs which is compatible with the constraint and has less entropy than
the maximal entropy Hmax has additional information.
Since ρ is compatible with the constraint, it is natural to quantify the additional
information in ρ by ckpρq :“ Hmax ´Hpρq. We take this information as a definition
of many-party correlations: The quantity ckpρq captures all correlations in ρ which
can not be observed in any k-party subsystem.
We remark that the very closely related quantity of irreducible k-party correlation
[31, 55] is defined by Ckpρq :“ ck´1pρq ´ ckpρq and quantifies all correlations which
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can be observed in the k-party subsystems but not in the pk´ 1q-party subsystems.
For example the irreducible three-party correlation C3 can be used to distinguish the
genuine 3-party correlation from 2-party correlation, like three-tangle in [13]. But
entanglement is just one kind of quantum correlation, so the quantity C3 is different
from three-tangle. For the case of probability distributions see for example [26, 7].
1.2. Non-maximal rank phenomena. The step from maximal rank to non-maxi-
mal rank is crucial in ultra-cold physics, for example in condensed matter physics
[46, 54] or adiabatic quantum computation [38], because non-maximal rank states
are zero-temperature limits of Gibbs states in the sense of e´βH{trpe´βHq for β Ñ 8.
Mathematical phenomena of non-maximal rank appear in Sec. 2 in the context of
higher factorization F1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă FN by generalizing (1.1). Higher factorization is
unknown in the quantum case but consequences may generalize from classical to
quantum systems, who knows? We anticipate that the inclusions Ek Ă Fk Ă Ek are
strict (Ek denotes norm closure) for k ě 2. In a three-qubit quantum system it is
known that the divergence from E2 is discontinuous at the GHZ state [52, 43]. This
is indeed a very pronounced irregularity and related phenomena have been suggested
as signatures of quantum phase transitions [12]. In the classical case the divergence
from Ek is continuous for all k P N [51]. We will return to the continuity problem
in Sec. 3.
1.3. Maximizing the divergence. We have studied maximizers of the divergence
from Gibbs families in the classical case for example in [5, 6]. The latest result in the
area is [41]. Two of us [53, 51] have shown that quantum maximizers have properties
analogous to the following classical ones provided in [5]:
‚ A local maximizer of the divergence from a Gibbs family E is the conditional
distribution of its projection to E ;
‚ a local maximizer of the divergence from E is supported on a set of size of at
most dimRpEq ` 1.
We prove in Sec. 6 that the upper bound on the support size improves in the quantum
setting to
a
dimRpEq ` 1 because the state space of an n-level quantum system has
dimension n2 ´ 1 compared to n ´ 1 which is the dimension of the probability
simplex. For example, if all N P N units of a composite system have the same
unit size n P N, then the independence model E1 has dimension Npn ´ 1q in the
classical case and Npn2´1q in the quantum case of a full matrix algebra. Therefore,
a local maximizer of the multi-information has support at most OpNq respectively
Op?Nq, see the paragraph of (6.6). In a loose analogy, if the classical bound was
sharp, these bounds confirm that quantum systems are less uncertain than classical
systems [9, 11]. In both cases we have an exponential reduction from the complete
randomness with corresponding support size nN .
Global maximizers are less coherent in the classical-quantum comparison. The
classification of global maximizers of the multi-information [6] in the classical set-
ting is not valid in the quantum setting due to the entanglement. However, we
demonstrate in Sec. 7 that the methods in [6] are helpful to understand maximizers
of the mutual information of separable qubit states.
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2. Factorization of probability distributions
We recall from [19, 18] that the set of probability vectors with at most k-party
interactions has several algebraic representations. Loopholes in the representations
are explained by examples from [25] and by proving their minimality.
Let us associate to each unit i P rN s a state space Xi which is an arbitrary set
of cardinality equal to the unit size ni defined earlier. The composite system has
the state space X1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ XN . For any subset ν Ă rN s we consider a subsystem
Xν :“ŚiPν Xi and for any tuple x “ px1, . . . , xnq P XrNs its restriction xν :“ pxiqiPν
to the subsystem. We denote the probability simplex over a finite set X by
∆pXq :“ tp P RX | @i P X : ppiq ě 0,řiPX ppiq “ 1u.
When switching to the notation of quantum systems in Sec. 1 we tacitly identify
CXν – Aν for subsets of units ν Ă rN s. Then ∆pXνq is the set of states in Aν .
A probability vector p P ∆pXrNsq factorizes with respect to k-party subsystems,
k P N, if there are functions ψν P RXν , ν Ă rN s, |ν| “ k, such that
(2.1) ppxq “śνĂrNs,|ν|“k ψνpxνq, x P XrNs.
Let us denote by Fk the set of all probability vectors with (2.1). Notice that the
definition of F1 is consistent with (1.1) in the classical case.
We follow [19] by working out Lemma 2.1. Thereby we meet two representa-
tions of Fk. The lemma is a condition for the inclusion of a probability vec-
tor into Fk in terms of the support. Using the set of k-party subsystem states
Ik :“ ŤνĂrNs,|ν|“ktpν, xq | x P Xνu we define a matrix with rows indexed by Ik and
columns indexed by XrNs
(2.2) apν,yq,x :“
"
1 if xν “ y
0 else , pν, yq P Ik, x P XrNs.
See Example 2.2 for three bits and k “ 2. Notice for all x P XrNs thatřiPIk ai,x “ `Nk ˘
holds. The matrix (2.2) defines a monomial map
Φ : r0,8qIk Ñ r0,8qXrNs , t ÞÑ pśiPIk tpiqai,xqxPXrNs
where we agree on 00 “ 1 and 0α “ 0 for α ą 0. It is easy to prove for p P ∆pXrNsq
that p lies in Fk if and only if p belongs to the image of Φ. To get a second
representation of Fk we define a family of functions rθpxq :“ exppřiPIk θpiqai,xq,
x P XrNs, with family parameter θ P r´8,8qIk . If θ P r´8,8qIk satisfies the
condition
(2.3) rθpxq ą 0 holds for at least one x P XrNs
then a probability vector pθ :“ Zpθq´1rθ is defined where Zpθq is for normalization.
It is easily proved that the set of constructed probability vectors pθ is the intersection
of ∆pXrNsq with the image of Φ.
The support of a vector v P RX indexed by a finite set X is defined by supppvq :“
tx P X | vpxq ‰ 0u. The column of the matrix (2.2) with column label x P XrNs will
be written ax :“ pai,xqiPIk . We call a non-empty subset F Ă XrNs k-feasible [19] if
supppaxq Ć ŤyPF supppayq holds for all x P XrNszF.
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It is easy to see that a non-empty subset F Ă XrNs is k-feasible if and only if F is
the support set of a vector rθpxq for some θ P r´8,8qIk satisfying (2.3). Restriction
to θ P t´8, 0uIk gives the following.
Lemma 2.1. The uniform probability vector supported on a non-empty subset F Ă
XrNs belongs to Fk if and only if F is k-feasible.
Notice that (2.3) implies inclusions between Fk and the Gibbs family Ek of the
k-local Hamiltonians (1.3):
(2.4) Ek Ă Fk Ă Ek.
We recall a representation of Ek in Thm. 3.2 in [19] (unknown in the quantum case)
where Ek is the intersection of the probability simplex ∆pXrNsq and of a non-negative
toric variety defined as the set of all vectors s P r0,8qXrNs such that we haveś
xPXrNs spxqupxq “
ś
xPXrNs spxqvpxq
for all u, v P NXrNs0 where u´ v lies in the kernel of the matrix (2.2).
Let us give an example to see why Fk is not closed for k ě 2 and let us prove
minimality of the example.
Example 2.2. Let k,N P N and N ą k ě 2. Then EkzFk is non-empty. For
simplicity we consider N “ k ` 1 bits. The subset
Y :“ tpx1, . . . , xNq | xi “ 0 for all but one i P rN su
of XrNs “ t0, 1uN is not feasible. So Lemma 2.1 proves that the uniform probability
vector supported on Y does not lie in Fk. On the other hand, the support sets of
distributions in Ek include all subsets of size 2k ´ 1 by Theorem 14 in [25]. Since
2k ´ 1 ě N holds for k ě 2 and since Y has N elements, the uniform probability
vector supported on Y lies in Ek. For N “ 3 the matrix (2.2) is
p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1q p0, 1, 0q p0, 1, 1q p1, 0, 0q p1, 0, 1q p1, 1, 0q p1, 1, 1q
t1, 2u, p0, 0q 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
t1, 2u, p0, 1q 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
t1, 2u, p1, 0q 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
t1, 2u, p1, 1q 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
t2, 3u, p0, 0q 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
t2, 3u, p0, 1q 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
t2, 3u, p1, 0q 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
t2, 3u, p1, 1q 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
t1, 3u, p0, 0q 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
t1, 3u, p0, 1q 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
t1, 3u, p1, 0q 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
t1, 3u, p1, 1q 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
.
The equation of the non-negative toric variety which represents E2 is known [18] and
equals pp0,0,0qpp0,1,1qpp1,0,1qpp1,1,0q“pp0,0,1qpp0,1,0qpp1,0,0qpp1,1,1q .
The cardinality of the non-feasible set Y in Example 2.2 is minimal.
Lemma 2.3. Let l, k,N P N and 1 ď l ď k ď N . Then every subset of XrNs of
cardinality l is k-feasible.
Proof: For any x P XrNs we denote the support of the x-th column of the matrix
(2.2) by suppkpxq. Notice, the number of rows of the matrix depends on k. Let
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Y Ă XrNs be any subset of cardinality l and let z P XrNszY . Assuming l ě 2 we
prove by contradiction that
(2.5)
suppkpzq Ă ŤyPY suppkpyq
ùñ @x P Y : suppk´1pzq Ă ŤyPY ztxu suppk´1pyq.
The conclusion of (2.5) says that for all x P Y and all subsets A Ă rN s of cardinality
k´1 there exists y P Y ztxu such that zA “ yA. The negation asserts the existence of
x P Y and A Ă rN s of size k´1 such that for all y P Y ztxu we have zA ‰ yA. Hence,
for all subsets B Ă rN s, B Ą A of size k and for all y P Y ztxu we have zB ‰ yB.
The premise of (2.5) then shows zB “ xB. Since one point of B, the one not in A,
is free to move within rN s, we get z “ x and the contradiction z P Y follows.
Again by contradiction we prove the lemma. If a subset Y Ă XrNs of cardinality l
is not k-feasible then there exists z P XrNszY such that the premise of (2.5) is true.
Applying (2.5) l ´ 1 times shows for all x P Y that suppk´l`1pzq “ suppk´l`1pxq
holds. Since k ´ l ` 1 ě 1 holds, this proves z “ x and contradicts z R Y . ˝
3. Divergence from a Gibbs family
We prove that the correlation ck is the divergence from the Gibbs family Ek of
k-local Hamiltonians. Thereby we use the fact that the divergence from a Gibbs
family is simply a difference of von Neumann entropies, which in the case of the
Gibbs family Ek already equals ck by definition.
This result is based on our work on information convergence [53, 51]. An almost
identical result in terms of the irreducible correlation was proved in [52]. Information
convergence has been studied in infinite-dimensional settings, too [14, 21, 47].
We consider a C*-algebra A ĂMd, d P N, containing the identity 1d. The state
space of A is the set of all states in A and will be denoted by SA. Let H Ă Ah be a
(real) subspace of self-adjoint matrices. Using the map Ah Ñ SA, Rpaq “ ea{trpeaq,
we define a Gibbs family E :“ RpHq. In statistical physics, the elements of H are
called Hamiltonians or energies .
The rI-closure of a subset X Ă SA is defined by
clrIpXq :“ tρ P SA | inf
σPXDpρ}σq “ 0u.
The acronym rI stands for reverse information where reverse refers to the argument
order of the divergence [15]. The rI-closures of Gibbs families are studied in [51]
where it is shown that for every state ρ P SA exists a unique state in clrIpEq, denoted
piEpρq, such that xh, ρy “ xh, piEpρqy holds for all h P H, see Sec. 3.3 and Coro. 3.9
in [51]. The Pythagorean theorem, see Sec. 3.4 and Coro. 3.9 in [51], says that for
every ρ P SA and for every σ P clrIpEq
(3.1) Dpρ}σq “ Dpρ}piEpρqq `DppiEpρq}σq
holds. Let us denote the divergence from E by
(3.2) dEpρq :“ inftDpρ}σq | σ P Eu, ρ P SA.
The projection theorem, see Sec. 3.5 in [51], says that for every ρ P SA we have
(3.3) dEpρq “ Dpρ}piEpρqq “ mintDpρ}σq | σ P clrIpEqu
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and piEpρq is the unique local minimizer of the divergence Dpρ} ¨ q on clrIpEq. The
theorems (3.3) and (3.1) are topological extensions of results in information geome-
try, see for example [39, 2], and non-commutative extensions of results in probability
theory, see for example [15]. The rI-closure in SA is in fact a topological closure [51]
but this is not essential now. We come back to continuity issues later.
For our purposes of maximum entropy states it suffices to draw two consequences
from the above statements. The first consequence, also observed in Sec. 3.4 in
[51], follows from eq. (3.1) by taking σ “ 1d{trp1dq and using Dpρ}1d{trp1dqq “
logpdq ´Hpρq. The distance-like properties of D proves for all ρ P SA that
(3.4) piEpρq “ argmaxtHpτq | τ P SA, @h P H : xh, τy “ xh, ρyu.
So piE is the maximum-entropy state under the constraints in (3.4). Secondly, the
Pythagorean theorem proves, using the equality dEpρq “ Dpρ}piEpρqq in (3.3) that
(3.5) dEpρq “ HppiEpρqq ´Hpρq.
The eq. (3.5) was also observed in [52], eq. (7).
Let us now apply these results to the composite quantum system in Sec. 1 where
the algebra is ArNs “ A1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bAN .
Corollary 3.1. For all k “ 1, . . . , N we have ck “ dEk .
Proof: In view of (3.4) and (3.5) it suffices to show for any state ρ in ArNs that the
constraint set in (3.4) equals the set of states σ in ArNs which have on all k-party
subsystems the same marginals as ρ. This is an easy calculation. ˝
Needless to say that Coro. 3.1 extends to more general interaction patterns as
provided by the notion of hierarchical model in the next section. The divergence
from a hierarchical model has therefore, by applying the maximum-entropy principle
like in Sec. 1.1, an interpretation as correlation quantity.
The above discussion allows to have a geometric view of the decomposition by
particle numbers
c1 “ C2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` CN
of the total correlation c1 in term of irreducible correlation Ck. The irreducible
correlation can be written in the form (2 ď k ď N)
Ckpρq “ ck´1pρq ´ ckpρq “ Dpρ}piEk´1pρqq ´Dpρ}piEkpρqq “ DppiEkpρq}piEk´1pρqq
for all states ρ in ArNs because of (3.1). Notice that Hk´1 Ă Hk holds for the
spaces of local Hamiltonians Hk´1,Hk. An analogous decomposition exists for any
sequence H1 Ă H2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Hk ĂMd, d P N, of subspaces of hermitian matrices.
Let us emphasize that the divergence from a Gibbs family E is not always contin-
uous. This happens when the rI-closure clrIpEq is not norm closed [51]. The simplest
example where the divergence is discontinuous is a two-dimensional Gibbs family
in the algebra M3 of 3 ˆ 3 matrices which is discussed in [53, 51]. Discontinuities
exists also in the many-party correlation measures ck. The total correlation c1 is
continuous since it is of the form (1.4) and because the von Neumann entropy is
continuous [49]. The 2-party correlation c2 of three qubits is discontinuous at the
GHZ state (and zero for almost all pure states), see the discussions in [52, 43].
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4. Hierarchical models of quantum states
Here we generalize the Gibbs families Ek of k-local Hamiltonians from k-party in-
teractions to more complex interaction structures between subsystems. Similar con-
cepts appear in theoretical biology and other disciplines, and have been abstractly
studied under the name of hierarchical model, see [30], Chap. 4.3 and App. B.2.
We compute the dimension of a hierarchical model. We also discuss a basis of the
matrix algebra Md.
We consider the composite system from Sec. 1 with algebra ArNs “ A1b¨ ¨ ¨bAN .
Recall that Ak ĂMnk contains the identity matrix 1nk of the size nk, k P rN s. To
a non-empty subset v Ă rN s we associate the factor space Fv :“ Av b 1rNszv by
embedding the algebra Av “ ÂkPvAk into ArNs. We set FH :“ spanCp1rNsq. So
dimCpFvq “śkPv dimCpAkq, and Fw Ă Fv for w Ă v.
The pure factor space F˜v Ă Fv is then defined to be the maximal subspace orthog-
onal (w.r.t. Hilbert-Schmidt inner product) to all Fw with w Ĺ v. So Fv “ÀwĂv F˜w,
and by Möbius inversion applied to the dimensions of the subspaces, see for example
App. A.3 in [30],
(4.1) dimCpF˜vq “śkPv ` dimCpAkq ´ 1˘.
A basis of ArNs compatible with the decomposition ArNs “ ÀvĂrNs F˜v can be
constructed from any family of orthonormal bases Bpkq of Ak, such that 1tku?nk P Bpkq,
k P rN s. Then !ÂN
k“1 bk | bm P Bpmq,m P rN s
)
is an orthonormal basis of ArNs and for v Ă rN s we have
F˜v “ span
#
Nâ
k“1
bk | bm “ 1tmu?
nm
iff m R v, bm P Bpmq,m P rN s
+
.
Sometimes a concrete basis is needed. For a full matrix algebra Mn we can use
for k, l “ 0, . . . , n´ 1 the matrices given (for r, s “ 1, . . . , n) by´
E
pnq
k,l
¯
r,s
:“ 1?
n
´
exp
`
piipr ` sq k
n
˘
δr´s`l ` exp
`
piipr ` s´ nq k
n
˘
δr´s`l´n
¯
.
Lemma 4.1.
!
E
pnq
k,l | k, l P t0, . . . , n´ 1u
)
ĂMn is an orthonormal basis of Mn.
The adjoints are Epnqk,0
˚ “ Epnqn´k,0, Epnq0,l ˚ “ Epnq0,n´l and Epnqk,l ˚ “ p´1qn`k`lEpnqn´k,n´l for
k, l “ 1, . . . , n´ 1.
Proof: For k, l, k1, l1 P t0, . . . , n´ 1uA
E
pnq
k,l , E
pnq
k1,l1
E
“
nÿ
r,s“1
´
E
pnq
k,l
¯
r,s
´
E
pnq
k1,l1
¯
r,s
“ 1
n
nÿ
r,s“1
”
exp
`
pi i pr ` sqpk ´ k1q{n˘ δr´s`l δr´s`l1 `
exp
`
pi i pr ` s´ nqpk ´ k1q{n˘ δr´s`l´n δr´s`l1´nı
“ 1
n
δl,l1
nÿ
r“1
exp
`
pi i p2r ` lqpk ´ k1q{n˘ “ δl,l1 δk,k1 .
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As the set has size n2, this shows the claim. The following adjoints appear. One
has Epnq0,0 “ 1?n1n. For k “ 1, . . . , n´ 1 and coefficients r, s “ 1, . . . , n´
E
pnq
k,0
¯˚
r,s
“ 1?
n
exp ppiipr ` sqk{nqδr´s “ 1?
n
exp p´piipr ` sqk{nq δr´s
“ 1?
n
exp ppiipr ` sqpn´ kq{nq δr´s “
´
E
pnq
n´k,0
¯
r,s
holds and for l “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1 it is immediate that Epnq0,l ˚ “ Epnq0,n´l. For k, l “
1, . . . , n´ 1 and coefficients r, s “ 1, . . . , n one has´
E
pnq
k,l
¯˚
r,s
“ 1?
n
´
exp p´piipr ` s´ nqk{nq δr´s`n´l `
exp p´piipr ` sqk{nq δr´s´l
¯
“ 1?
n
´
p´1qk`r`s exp ppiipr ` sqpn´ kq{nq δr´s`n´l `
p´1qn`k`r`s exp ppiipr ` s´ nqpn´ kq{nq δr´s´l
¯
“ p´1qn`k`l
´
E
pnq
n´k,n´l
¯
r,s
.
˝
One way to compute a self-adjoint basis out of the basis tEpnqk,l un´1k,l“0 ofMn, n P N,
in Lemma 4.1, is to use their symmetry under hermitian conjugation. Orbits have
length one or two. Thus the transformation of basis matrices E to pairs of matrices
E`E˚ and ipE´E˚q produces exactly n2 pairwise orthogonal non-zero self-adjoint
matrices. This symmetrization is different compared to the basis (3.2) in [39], where
only real hermitian matrices appear which are either diagonal or which have only
two non-zero entries. In contrast
E
p3q
0,1 ` pEp3q0,1q˚ “ 1?3
¨˝
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
‚˛.
Returning to the subject of hierarchical models, let U Ă 2rNs be a class of subsets
of rN s. Differing from common terminology, we will call U a hypergraph on rN s if
v P U, w Ă v ñ w P U, and
ď
vPU
v “ rN s.
We consider a hypergraph U on rN s and define the hierarchical model subspace
F˜U :“ÀvPU F˜v. The hierarchical model EU of U is defined as the Gibbs family
(4.2) EU :“ RpF˜U XAhrNsq.
Of particular interest are the hypergraphs Uk “ Ťk`“0 `rNs` ˘ where `rNs` ˘ denotes
the class of subsets of rN s having ` elements. The Gibbs family Ek of the k-local
Hamiltonians (1.3) is the hierarchical model of the hypergraph Uk. For example, the
independence model E1 is the hierarchical model of the hypergraph tH, t1u, . . . , tNuu.
We now compute dimensions. The relative interior of a subset of Ah is the interior
of the subset in its affine hull.
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Proposition 4.2. Let U be a hypergraph on rN s. Then the hierarchical model
subspace F˜U has dimension
dimCpF˜Uq “ řvPU śiPv ` dimCpAiq ´ 1˘.
The subspace of hermitian matrices satisfies dimRpF˜U XAhrNsq “ dimCpF˜Uq and the
Gibbs family EU has dimension dimRpEUq “ dimCpF˜Uq ´ 1.
Proof: By the definition of hypergraphs and by (4.1) we have for all v Ă rN s
dimC
`F˜v˘ “ź
iPv
`
dimCpAiq ´ 1
˘
.
A complex *-invariant subspace ofA is a direct sum of two copies of the real subspace
of its self-adjoint elements. Therefore
dimRpF˜v XAhq “ dimCpF˜vq.
By definition, the hypergraph U contains H and F˜U “ F˜H ‘ V is the direct
sum of F˜H “ spanCp1rNsq and of its orthogonal complement, denoted V . Clearly
RpF˜U X Ahq “ RpV X Ahq holds. If W Ă Ah is a codimension one subspace not
containing the identity 1A, then R|W is a diffeomorphism to the relative interior of
SArNs , see Prop. 6.1.2 in [51]. Hence dimRpEUq “ dimRpV q completes the proof. ˝
5. The multi-information
Here we consider the total correlation c1 and relations between the independence
model E1 and the set of product states F1 defined in (1.1). Among others, we prove
for every state ρ in ArNs that c1pρq is the multi-information
(5.1) Ipρq :“ řiPrNsHpρtiuq ´Hpρq.
This statement follows from Coro. 3.1 and Thm. 5.1 and was claimed in (1.4).
Theorem 5.1. We have F1 “ clrIpE1q “ E1, that is the set of product states is the
rI-closure and the norm closure of the independence model. We have dE1 “ I, that
is the divergence from the independence model is the multi-information.
Proof: We prove F1 Ă clrIpE1q. Let ρ “ ρt1ub¨ ¨ ¨bρtNu be a product state in ArNs.
It is shown in Thm. 5.18.5 in [51] that each individual factor ρtiu lies in the rI-closure
of the relative interior of the state space SAi , which is the set of all invertible density
matrices in SAi . So there exist sequences pρpnqi qnPN Ă SAi of invertible states such
that limnÑ8Dpρtiu}ρpnqi q “ 0, i P rN s. It follows
D
`
ρ}ρpnq1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ρpnqN
˘ “ D`ρt1u}ρpnq1 ˘` ¨ ¨ ¨ `D`ρtNu}ρpnqN ˘ nÑ8ÝÑ 0.
Since ρpnq1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ρpnqN P E1 for all n P N this proves ρ P clrIpE1q. The inclusion
clrIpE1q Ă E1 follows from the Pinsker inequality [40]. The inclusion E1 Ă F1 follows
because E1 Ă F1 and because F1 is norm closed since it is the image of the cartesian
product of compact state spaces SAi , i P rN s, under the continuous tensor product
map pρ1, . . . , ρNq ÞÑ ρ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ρN . This completes the proof of F1 “ clrIpE1q “ E1.
Now let ρ be an arbitrary state in ArNs, not necessarily equal to the product
of its marginals σ :“ ρt1u b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ρtNu. A short computation proves that σ is
the unique global minimizer of the divergence Dpρ} ¨ q on F1, see [33], Lemma 1.
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Since F1 “ clrIpE1q holds, the projection theorem (3.3) proves first that σ is the
state piE1pρq defined in Sec. 3 and second that dE1pρq “ Dpρ}σq holds. The identity
Dpρ}σq “ Ipρq is very easy to compute and completes the proof. ˝
6. Local maximizers of the divergence
We evaluate a support bound for a local maximizer of the divergence from a Gibbs
family and we recall a second condition for a local maximizer. The conditions go
back to the work of one of us [5] in probability theory and have been extended to
quantum states in [53, 51].
The support bound is derived from a bound on the face dimensions of the state
space Z :“ SArNs which is a compact and convex set. We sketch the proofs in [5, 51].
A face of Z is any convex subset F Ă Z such that every segment in Z which meets
F with an interior point lies in F . A face which is a singleton is called extremal
point. For every state ρ in Z exists a unique face F pρq of Z such that ρ lies in the
relative interior of F pρq. If an affine space A contains ρ then ρ lies in the relative
interior of the intersection AX F pρq. See for example [42] for these statements.
We consider a C*-algebra A ĂMd, d P N, with 1d P A. Like in Sec. 3 we define
a Gibbs family E “ RpHq in terms of a space H Ă Ah of self-adjoint matrices. For
any state ρ in A we consider the affine space
A :“ ta P Ah | @h P H : xh, ay “ xh, ρyu
and the convex set AXF pρq which contains ρ in its relative interior. The divergence
from E is by (3.5) of the form
dEpρq “ HppiEpρqq ´Hpρq.
The first term is constant on A X Z and the von Neumann entropy H is strictly
concave on Z, see for example [49], so dE is strictly convex on A X Z. If ρ is a
local maximizer of dE on Z then ρ is a local maximizer on the relative interior X of
AX F pρq. By the strict convexity of dE the local maximizer ρ must be an extremal
point of X. Since X is relative open this proves, see [5], Prop. 3.2, that AXF pρq is
a singleton. Now
(6.1) dimRpF pρqq ď dimRpEq
follows, see [51], Prop. 6.17.
The inequality (6.1) can be expressed in terms of the rank of a local maximizer.
Two extreme cases are discussed in Rem. 6.18 in [51]: The classical algebra of
diagonal matrices A – Cd, where (6.1) becomes
(6.2) rkpρq ď dimRpEq ` 1
and the full matrix algebra A “Md, where (6.1) becomes
(6.3) rkpρq ďadimRpEq ` 1.
Let us evaluate these bounds for a hierarchical model EU based on a hypergraph
U on rN s. Prop. 4.2 then shows
dimR pEUq “ ř vPU
v ­“H
ś
kPv
`
dimCpAkq ´ 1
˘
.
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In the classical case of diagonal matrices ArNs – Cn1b¨ ¨ ¨bCnN the state space ArNs
is a probability simplex. A probability distribution p which is a local maximizer of
the divergence from EU satisfies by (6.2) the bound
(6.4) |suppppq| ď ř vPU
v ­“H
ś
iPvpni ´ 1q ` 1 .
In the quantum case ArNs “Mn1b¨ ¨ ¨bMnN a local maximizer ρ of the divergence
from EU satisfies by (6.3) bound
(6.5) rkpρq ď
bř
vPU
v ­“H
ś
iPvpni2 ´ 1q ` 1 .
It is very interesting to derive the corresponding bounds for the many-party cor-
relation ck given uniform unit sizes n P N. Recall from Coro. 3.1 that ck is the
divergence from the Gibbs family Ek of the k-local Hamiltonians whose hypergraph
Uk is defined in the paragraph of (4.2). A local maximizer p (classical case) resp. ρ
(full matrix algebra) of ck satisfies by (6.4) resp. (6.5) the bound
(6.6) |suppppq| ď řki“1 `Ni ˘pn´ 1qi ` 1 resp. rkpρq ďbřki“1 `Ni ˘pn2 ´ 1qi ` 1.
The bounds for the multi-information I “ c1 are Npn´1q`1 resp.
a
Npn2 ´ 1q ` 1.
For curiosity we mention a second characterization of a local maximizer ρ of the
divergence from a Gibbs family E “ RpHq, defined as above. Namely, ρ must have a
special form. A projection in A is a matrix such that p “ p2 “ p˚ holds. One of us
has shown in [51], Secs. 3.3 and 3.5, that the state piEpρq P clrIpEq defined in Sec. 3
is of the form qeqaρq{trpqeqaρqq for some self-adjoint matrix aρ P H and projection q.
Surprisingly, the Coro. 6.19 in [51] shows that a local maximizer ρ of the divergence
from E is itself of the form ρ “ pepaρp{trppepaρpq for a projection p P A. We have
proved the case q “ 1d already in [53] by computing partial derivatives in a straight
forward generalization of the classical case [5]. Further results in this direction have
been found in [32].
7. Separable qubit states and maximizers of the mutual information
We have studied global maximizers of the multi-information of probability distri-
butions in [6]. For example, a classification was proved for global maximizers. If
the units are ordered by their size, such that n1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď nN , then the bound of the
multi-information (5.1) is
Ippq ď řN´1i“1 logpniq, p P SArNs – ∆pn1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ nNq
for probability distributions p. For example, two classical bits have logp2q “ 1 bit
of maximal mutual information. The example of two maximally entangled qubits,
for example the Bell state 1?
2
p|00y ` |11yq, shows that quantum systems can break
the classical bound. This is a reason why some of the basic ideas in [6] do not apply
to the quantum setting of full matrix algebras, Ai “Mni , i P rN s.
Here we show that some arguments from [6] are helpful in the maximization of
multi-information on the separable states. By definition, a state in A is separable
if it is a convex combination of product states ρ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ρN . A state which is not
separable is entangled [35, 8]. We restrict the discussion to the simplest case of a
bipartite system (N “ 2) of two qubits A1 “ A2 “M2 where the multi-information
(5.1) is known as mutual information
Ipρq “ Hpρt1uq `Hpρt2uq ´Hpρq, ρ P SA, A “ A1 bA2.(7.1)
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A state is classically correlated [33] if it can be diagonalized by local unitaries that
is, matrices in the subgroup Up2q ˆ Up2q Ă Up4q. This class of states has been
discussed earlier in the literature in the context of quantum discord [37].
Theorem 7.1. For arbitrary separable two-qubit state ρ, its mutual information
is bounded by Ipρq ď logp2q. The equality holds if and only if ρ is local unitary
equivalent to 1
2
p|0yx0|b|0yx0|`|1yx1|b|1yx1|q. In particular, all separable maximizers
of the mutual information of two qubits are classically correlated.
Proof: If ρ is separable, then Hpρtiuq ď Hpρq, i “ 1, 2, holds, see [36]. So we have
Ipρq ď mintHpρt1uq, Hpρt2uqu.(7.2)
For qubit states ρt1u and ρt1u, the maximum of the von Neumann entropy is no
more than logp2q, which constrains the maximum of mutual information Ipρq to
logp2q. So if Ipρq reaches its maximum logp2q, then Hpρtiuq, i “ 1, 2, also reaches
this maximum, which requires ρtiu to be the maximally mixed state 1212.
Two-qubit mixed states with maximally mixed reduced states are local unitary
equivalent to Bell-diagonal states
ρ “
4ÿ
i“1
λi|ψiyxψi|, λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 ě 0, λ1 ` λ2 ` λ3 ` λ4 “ 1(7.3)
with |ψ1y “ 1?2p|00y ` |11yq, |ψ2y “ 1?2p|00y ´ |11yq, |ψ3y “ 1?2p|01y ` |10yq, |ψ4y “
1?
2
p|01y ´ |10yq, see [44]. Note that ´Hpρq is a strictly convex function of quantum
states, subsequently, the maximum of Ipρq on the convex set of separable Bell-
diagonal states is attained only on the extreme points of this convex set. A Bell-
diagonal state is separable if and only if λi ď 12 for i “ 1, 2, 3, 4, see [22, 29]. We
find the extreme points of the set of separable Bell-diagonal states are
1
2
p|ψiyxψi| ` |ψjyxψj|q, i ‰ j, i, j “ 1, 2, 3, 4.(7.4)
One can verify further that the mutual information of all these extreme points is
logp2q. Therefore the separable two-qubit states with maximum mutual information
are all local unitary equivalent to the quantum state in (7.4).
Now we take a closer look at these maximizers. We find they are all classically
correlated, since
(7.5)
1
2
p|ψ1yxψ1| ` |ψ2yxψ2|q “ 12p|0yx0| b |0yx0| ` |1yx1| b |1yx1|q;
1
2
p|ψ1yxψ1| ` |ψ3yxψ3|q “ 12p|`yx`| b |`yx`| ` |´yx´| b |´yx´|q;
1
2
p|ψ1yxψ1| ` |ψ4yxψ4|q “ 12p|01yx01| b |11yx11| ` |11yx11| b |01yx01|q;
1
2
p|ψ2yxψ2| ` |ψ3yxψ3|q “ 12p|11yx11| b |11yx11| ` |01yx01| b |01yx01|q;
1
2
p|ψ2yxψ2| ` |ψ4yxψ4|q “ 12p|´yx´| b |`yx`| ` |`yx`| b |´yx´|q;
1
2
p|ψ3yxψ3| ` |ψ4yxψ4|q “ 12p|0yx0| b |1yx1| ` |1yx1| b |0yx0|q,
with |`y “ 1?
2
p|0y ` |1yq, |´y “ 1?
2
p|0y ´ |1yq, |01y “ 1?
2
p|0y ` i|1yq, |11y “
1?
2
p|0y ´ i|1yq. Here t|`y, |´yu and t|01y, |11yu are another two orthonormal bases of
two dimensional Hilbert space. From equations (7.5) it is direct to get that all the
maximizers are local unitary equivalent to 1
2
p|0yx0| b |0yx0| ` |1yx1| b |1yx1|q. ˝
We finish with a geometric discussion of Thm. 7.1. Mutual information is the rela-
tive entropy of a quantum state from its closest product state, Ipρq “ minpiPF1 Dpρ}piq,
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Figure 1. Geometry of Bell-diagonal states.
see [33]. Hence, the mutual information Ipρq can be regarded as the distance between
a quantum state and the set of product states F1. In a two-qubit system, the maxi-
mum distance between an arbitrary separable quantum state and the set of product
states F1 is logp2q. Thm. 7.1 shows the farthest separable states from the set of prod-
uct states F1 are all local unitary equivalent to 12p|0yx0| b |0yx0| ` |1yx1| b |1yx1|q.
These states are classically correlated so they can not be used in the protocol of
entanglement distribution via separable states in [27].
The Bell-diagonal states can be written as ρ “ 1
4
p14`ř3i“1 tiσibσiq with σi three
Pauli operators. So a Bell-diagonal state is specified by three real variables t1, t2,
and t3. One can show that a Bell-diagonal state is separable if and only if |t1| `
|t2| ` |t3| ď 1 holds. Geometrically, the set of Bell-diagonal states is a tetrahedron
and the set of separable Bell-diagonal states is an octahedron, see [22, 29] and
Fig. 1 for a drawing. The four vertices of the tetrahedron are Bell states |ψiy which
are maximally entangled, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4. The six black vertices of the octahedron
are maximizers of the mutual information and they are classically correlated. The
center red point 1
4
14 is the only product state in this tetrahedron.
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